SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODELS FOR
DECENTRALIZED WATER TREATMENT
Findings from WaKap - Modular concept for sustainable desalination using capacitive
deionization on the example of Viet Nam
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Selection of pilot regions to target challenges with arsenic
contamination and salinization in the southern part of Viet Nam

 In the delta area of the Red River and the
Mekong, occurrence of arsenic contamination
of groundwater.
 The Mekong Delta in particular is affected by
increasing salinization due to over-extraction
of groundwater and rising sea levels.
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WaKap-approach to overcome challenges with arsenic contamination
and salinization in the southern part of Viet Nam

 Development of modular and sustainable
energy-efficient processes for water
desalination and arsenic removal.
 Energy supply through renewable energies
(wind, solar)
 Sustainability assessment with regard to
environmental, economic and social aspects
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 Framework conditions to design sustainable
business models for decentralized water
treatment technologies in Viet Nam for
international technology providers
Drinking
water
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Sustainability assessment with regard to environmental,
economic and social aspects
Environmental criteria
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conditions
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for change
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Framework conditions to design sustainable business models

 Identify framework conditions for sustainable business models (SBM) that provide access to safe
drinking water for low- and middle-income populations in Viet Nam using decentralized water
treatment technologies.
 SBMs are understood as contributing to society and/or ecology by striving for sustainable social,
ecological, and economical values and considering (negative) externalities.
 Provide market information on Vietnamese low- and middle-income market for European
technology providers
Fritz et al. (2020)
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Definition of the term ‚business model‘

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010)
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Definition of the term ‚business model‘

Value Creation

Value
Proposition

Customer Relationship

Value Stream

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010)
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Features of emerging markets and the BoP and potential BM
responses

(Fritz et al. 2020)
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Features of emerging markets and the BoP and potential BM
responses

(Fritz et al. 2020)
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Features of emerging markets and the BoP and potential BM
responses

Lack of resources


Challenge: Limited or volatile
financial resources of final
consumers



BM response: involve consumers in
value creation process

Lack of infrastructure


Challenge: Limited access to target
groups + lack of market data



BM response: use communication
channels such as social media,
collaborate with local partners, use
existing distribution channel
(Fritz et al. 2020)
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Conclusion

 The provision of clean drinking water can be interpreted as a public service and thus as part of the
general interest. For sustainability assessment of drinking water treatment plants, social aspects
play an outstanding role, in addition to ecological, safety-relevant, economic and technical aspects.
 To ensure access to safe drinking water for low- and middle-income populations in Vietnam via
decentralized technologies, (European) technology providers need to consider the local framework
and respond with tailored SBMs.
 Collaboration and partnerships with local partners, e.g. retailers or final customers, are seen as
important success factors in this respect.
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Thank you for your attention!

Project website: wakap.de

Contact: claudia.hohmann@isi.fraunhofer.de and felix.tettenborn@isi.fraunhofer.de
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